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1. A pharmacokinetic assessment of optimal dosing, preparation, and chronotherapy of aspirin in 
pregnancy. 

Author(s): Shanmugalingam, Renuka; Wang, XiaoSuo; Münch, Gerald; Fulcher, Ian; Lee, Gaksoo; 
Chau, Katrina; Xu, Bei; Kumar, Roshika; Hennessy, Annemarie; Makris, Angela 

Source: American journal of obstetrics and gynecology; Sep 2019; vol. 221 (no. 3); p. 255 

Publication Date: Sep 2019 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

PubMedID: 31051121 

Abstract:BACKGROUNDThe benefit of aspirin in preventing preeclampsia is well established; 
however, studies over the years have demonstrated variability in outcomes with its use. Potential 
contributing factors to this variation in efficacy include dosing, time of dosing, and preparation of 
aspirin.OBJECTIVEWe aimed to compare the difference in pharmacokinetics of aspirin, through its 
major active metabolite, salicylic acid, in pregnant women and nonpregnant women, and to examine 
the effect of dose (100 mg vs 150 mg), preparation (enteric coated vs non-enteric-coated), and 
chronotherapy of aspirin (morning vs evening) between the 2 groups.MATERIALS AND 
METHODSTwelve high-risk pregnant women and 3 nonpregnant women were enrolled in this study. 
Pregnant women were in 1 of 4 groups (100 mg enteric coated, 100 mg non-enteric-coated, 150 mg 
non-enteric-coated morning dosing, and 150 mg non-enteric-coated evening dosing), whereas 
nonpregnant women undertook each of the 4 dosing schedules with at least a 30-day washout 
period. Blood samples were collected at baseline (before ingestion) and at 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, and 24 
hours after ingestion of aspirin. Plasma obtained was analyzed for salicylic acid levels by means of 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. Pharmacokinetic values of area under the curve from 
time point 0 to 24 hours point of maximum concentration, time of maximum concentration, volume 
of distribution, clearance, and elimination half-life were analyzed for statistical significance with SPSS 
v25 software.RESULTSPregnant women had a 40% ± 4% reduction in area under the curve from time 
point 0 to 24 hours (P < .01) and 29% ± 3% reduction in point of maximum concentration (P < .01) 
with a 44% ± 8% increase in clearance (P < .01) in comparison to that in nonpregnant women when 
100 mg aspirin was administered. The reduction in the area under the curve from time point 0 to 24 
hours, however, was minimized with the use of 150 mg aspirin in pregnant women, with which the 
area under the curve from time point 0 to 24 hours was closer to that achieved with the use of 100 
mg aspirin in nonpregnant women. There was a 4-hour delay (P < .01) in the time of maximum 
concentration, a 47% ± 3% reduction in point of maximum concentration (P < .01) and a 48% ± 1% 
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increase in volume of distribution (P < .01) with the use of 100 mg enteric-coated aspirin compared 
to non-enteric-coated aspirin, with no difference in the overall area under the curve. There was no 
difference in the pharmacokinetics of aspirin between morning and evening 
dosing.CONCLUSIONThere is a reduction in the total drug metabolite concentration of aspirin in 
pregnancy, and therefore a dose adjustment is potentially required in pregnant women. This is likely 
due to the altered pharmacokinetics of aspirin in pregnancy, with an increase in clearance. There 
was no difference in the total drug metabolite concentration of aspirin between enteric-coated and 
non-enteric-coated aspirin and between morning and evening dosing of aspirin. Further 
pharmacodynamic and clinical studies are required to examine the clinical relevance of these 
pharmacokinetic findings. 
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2. Aspirin in the prevention of preeclampsia: the conundrum of how, who and when 

Author(s): Shanmugalingam R.; Hennessy A.; Makris A. 

Source: Journal of Human Hypertension; Jan 2019; vol. 33 (no. 1) 

Publication Date: Jan 2019 

Publication Type(s): Review 

PubMedID: 30232399 

Abstract:Aspirin is widely used in preventing early onset preeclampsia in women who are identified 
as being high risk. Although the benefit of aspirin is increasingly evident and acknowledged, there 
remains many unanswered questions with regards to its optimal application in pregnancy. The issues 
mainly centre around the relatively modest risk reduction that is observed with the use of aspirin 
prophylactically. We aim to explore the reasons behind the conservative rate of benefit and aim to 
explore factors that are likely to influence the outcomes with the use of aspirin.Copyright © 2018, 
Springer Nature Limited. 
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3. The chronobiology of blood pressure in pregnancy. 

Author(s): Pears, Suzanne; Makris, Angela; Hennessy, Annemarie 

Source: Pregnancy hypertension; Apr 2018; vol. 12 ; p. 104-109 

Publication Date: Apr 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article Review 

PubMedID: 29674188 

Abstract:This review summarizes the literature to date on the subject of the chronobiology of blood 
pressure in pregnancy, and more specifically, in the common disease state of high blood pressure in 
pregnancy or preeclampsia. While the guidelines for treating hypertension in pregnancy use 
absolute measures to start treatment, they do not take into account the important rhythms of 
hypertension including nighttime and daytime readings. These variations are likely to have strong 
impacts on pregnancy outcomes, risk and long-term hypertension risk. 
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4. Is low-dose aspirin more effective as pre-eclampsia prophylaxis when taken at night? 

Author(s): Yulia A.; Williams D. 

Source: BJOG: An International Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology; Apr 2018; vol. 125 ; p. 72 

Publication Date: Apr 2018 

Publication Type(s): Conference Abstract 

Available  at BJOG: An International Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology -  from Wiley Online 
Library  

Abstract:Objectives To investigate whether the efficacy of low dose aspirin (LDA) in regulating 
gestational blood pressure (BP) and reducing the incidence of pre-eclampsia is dependent on the 
timing of dosing. Methods A systematic literature review to investigate evidence for the optimum 
timing of LDA administration, and the relationship of the timing of LDA with BP level and risk of pre-
eclampsia. Results Five parallel randomised controlled trials have shown that evening compared 
with morning intake of LDA significantly reduces BP in non-pregnant patients with untreated mild, or 
prehypertension. One randomised trial of 257 mild hypertensive patients observed significant BP 
reduction in patients who received LDA at bedtime (decrease of 7.2/4.9 mmHg; P < 0.001). The 
pattern was reproducible where in another study of over 200 pre-hypertensive patients, significant 
BP reduction was noted in bedtime LDA group (decrease of 6/3 mmHg; P < 0.001). One randomised 
controlled trial in 350 pregnant women at risk of preeclampsia showed that nocturnal LDA compared 
with morning LDA significantly reduced BP and the incidence of pre-eclampsia (P < 0.001). 
Conclusion Despite the large number of pregnant women taking LDA as prophylaxis against pre-
eclampsia, only one study has investigated and shown that nightly compared with morning LDA is 
more effective as prophylaxis against pre-eclampsia. However, the circadian rhythm of platelet 
aggregation supports a role for LDA to have optimum activity at night. As more women become 
eligible for pre-eclampsia prophylaxis, future studies into preeclampsia prophylaxis should consider 
the timing of LDA administration and the dose of LDA. 
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5. Biological rhythms and preeclampsia 

Author(s): Ditisheim A.J.; Pechere-Bertschi A.; Dibner C.; Philippe J. 

Source: Frontiers in Endocrinology; 2013; vol. 4 

Publication Date: 2013 

Publication Type(s): Review 

Available  at Frontiers in Endocrinology -  from Europe PubMed Central - Open Access  

Abstract:The impact of impaired circadian rhythm on health has been widely studied in shift workers 
and trans-meridian travelers. A part from its correlation with sleep and mood disorders, biological 
rhythm impairment is a recognized risk factor for cardiovascular diseases and breast cancer. 
Preeclampsia is a major public health issue, associated with a significant maternal and fetal 
morbidity and mortality worldwide. While the risks factors for this condition such as obesity, 
diabetes, pre-existing hypertension have been identified, the underlying mechanism of this multi-
factorial disease is yet not fully understood. The disruption of the light/dark cycle in pregnancy has 
been associated with adverse outcomes. Slightly increased risk for "small for gestational age" babies, 
"low birth weight" babies, and preterm deliveries has been reported in shift working women. 
Whether altered circadian cycle represents a risk factor for preeclampsia or preeclampsia is itself 
linked with an abnormal circadian cycle is less clear. There are only few reports available, showing 
conflicting results. In this review, we will discuss recent observations concerning circadian pattern of 
blood pressure in normotensive and hypertensive pregnancies. We explore the hypothesis that 
circadian misalignments may represent a risk factor for preeclampsia. Unraveling potential link 
between circadian clock gene and preeclampsia could offer a novel approach to our understanding 
of this multi-system disease specific to pregnancy. © 2013 Ditisheim, Dibner, Philippe and Pechere-
Bertschi. 
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6. Chronotherapy with low-dose aspirin for prevention of complications in pregnancy. 

Author(s): Ayala, Diana E; Ucieda, Rafael; Hermida, Ramón C 

Source: Chronobiology international; Mar 2013; vol. 30 (no. 1-2); p. 260-279 

Publication Date: Mar 2013 

Publication Type(s): Research Support, Non-u.s. Gov't Randomized Controlled Trial Journal Article 

PubMedID: 23004922 

Abstract:Preeclampsia and gestational hypertension are major contributors to perinatal morbidity 
and mortality. Several studies aimed to test the effects of low-dose aspirin (ASA) in the prevention of 
preeclampsia concluded that the beneficial effects of such treatment outweigh adverse ones. Such 
benefits have not been fully corroborated by larger randomized trials usually carried out in low-risk 
women, testing a dose of 60 mg/d ASA presumably ingested in the morning, and including women 
randomized as late as at 26-32 wks of gestation. The authors conducted a prospective, randomized, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled, chronotherapy trial on 350 high-risk pregnant women (183 
nulliparous), 30.7 ± 5.3 (mean ± SD) yrs of age, and 13.5 ± 1.4 wks of gestation at the time of 
recruitment. Women were randomly assigned to one of six groups, defined according to treatment 
(placebo or ASA, 100 mg/d) and time of treatment: upon awakening, 8 h after awakening, or at 
bedtime. Intervention started at 12-16 wks of gestation and continued until delivery. Blood pressure 
(BP) was measured by ambulatory monitoring (ABPM) for 48-h at baseline, every 4 wks until the 7th 
month of gestation, every 2 wks thereafter until delivery, and at puerperium. The effects of ASA on 
ambulatory BP were markedly dependent on administration time: there was no effect on BP, 
compared with placebo, when ASA was ingested upon awakening, but the BP reduction was highly 
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statistically significant when low-dose ASA was ingested 8 h after awakening and, to a greater 
extent, at bedtime (p < .001). At puerperium, 6-8 wks after discontinuation of treatment, there was 
no statistically significant difference in 24-h BP means between the groups of women who ingested 
ASA at different circadian times. Women ingesting low-dose ASA, compared with placebo, evidenced 
a significantly lower hazard ratio (HR) of serious adverse outcomes, a composite of preeclampsia, 
preterm delivery, intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR), and stillbirth (.35, 95% confidence interval 
[CI]: .22-.56; p < .001). The HR of individual outcome variables, i.e., preeclampsia, preterm delivery, 
IUGR, and gestational hypertension, were also significantly lower with ASA versus placebo (p 
always < .041). There were small and nonsignificant differences in outcomes between placebo and 
low-dose ASA ingested upon awakening. These four groups combined showed highly significant 
greater event rate of serious adverse outcomes than women ingesting ASA either in the evening or 
at bedtime (HR: .19, 95% CI: .10-.39; p < .001). There was no increased risk of hemorrhage, either 
before or after delivery, with low-dose ASA relative to placebo (HR: .57, 95% CI: .25-1.33; p = .194). 
Results indicate that (i) 100 mg/d ASA should be the recommended minimum dose for prevention of 
complications in pregnancy; (ii) ingestion of low-dose ASA should start at ≤16 wks of gestation; and 
(iii) low-dose ASA ingested at bedtime, but not upon awakening, significantly regulates ambulatory 
BP and reduces the incidence of preeclampsia, gestational hypertension, preterm delivery, and 
IUGR. ABPM evaluation at the first trimester of pregnancy provides sensitive endpoints for 
identification of women at high risk for preeclampsia who might benefit most from the cost-effective 
preventive intervention with timed low-dose ASA. 
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7. Effect of administration of low-dose aspirin before bedtime on blood pressure in hypertensive 
patients: A meta-analysis 

Author(s): Ruan Y. 

Source: International Journal of Cardiology; Oct 2011; vol. 152 

Publication Date: Oct 2011 

Publication Type(s): Conference Abstract 

Abstract:Background: One of the most important modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular diseases 
is the presence of arterial hypertension. Treatment of hypertensionwith both lifestyle measures and 
medication can prevent cardiovascular events,such as myocardial infarction and stroke. Nowadays, 
low-dose aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) forms a cornerstone in the secondary prevention of 
cardiovascular events, particularly because its inhibitory effects on platelet aggregation. It is 
generally believed to have no effect on blood pressure. However, recent studies have demonstrated 
that time-dependent administration has different effects on blood pressure. But there are still no 
enough evidences to get clear and definite conclusion. At present, the main regulators of blood 
pressure behave according to circadian rhythms in the aspirin time-dependent lower BP. The renin-
angiotensinaldosterone system (RAAS) is more active during early morning hours as a response to 
the nocturnal fall in blood pressure and renal perfusion pressure. Aspirin given at night may 
decrease this nocturnal rise of RAAS activity and concomitantly attenuate the nocturnal drop in NO 
production. Objective(s): To quantify the effects of low-dose aspirin at different time on blood 
pressure in hypertensive patients and to verify if administration of low-dose aspirin before bedtime 
could lower blood pressure. Method(s): Search strategy: Pubmed, Cochrane library and EMBASE 
were searched with "low-dose aspirin or low-dose acetylsalicylic acid" AND "hypertension or blood 
pressure" AND "timedependent". All relevant randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were checked. 
Selection Criteria: All randomized controlled trials have logical design, include at least two groups, 
aspirin on awakening and aspirin before bedtime, and can extract or calculate the difference 
between baseline and end-of-treatment systolic and diastolic BP in intervention and control groups 



and number of patients. Studies on preeclampsia and pregnancy-induced hypertension are 
excluded. Data Collection and Analysis: Two reviewers independently extracted data from text and 
tables. Data were collected on the following outcomes and analyzed where appropriate: number of 
patients, the systolic and diastolic pressure before and after treatment. The overall treatment effect 
was estimated by the Inverse Variance with mean difference and 95% confidence interval (CI) using a 
Random-effects model in the RevMan5. Result(s): Six RCTs were found, including 1245 hypertensive 
patients, randomly divided into three groups: nonpharmacological hygienicdietary 
recommendations (HDR) 375 patients, the same recommendations and ASA (100 mg/day) on 
awakening 463 patients, or the same recommendations and ASA before bedtime 471 patients. Blood 
pressure was measured every 20 min during the day and every 30 min at night for 48 consecutive 
hours before and after 3 months of intervention. After 3 months, Aspirin intake on awakening 
compared with HDR (4 studies) has no significant effect on blood pressure (SBP mean difference: 
0.05mmHg, 95%CI: (-1.47,1.57);DBPmean difference:-0.57 mmHg, 95%CI: (-2.71, 1.56)). Aspirin 
intake before bedtime compared with HDR (4 studies) reduced systolic blood pressure by-3.85 
mmHg (95% CI: -6.88 to-0.83), diastolic blood pressure by-2.74 mmHg, 95%CI: (-4.93, 0.55). 
Compared to aspirin on awakening, aspirin intake before bedtime has a significant effect on lowering 
SBP (mean difference: -6.29mmHg, 95%CI: (-8.01, -4.58)), and DBP (mean difference: -2.26mmHg, 
95%CI: (-4.95, 0.43)). The reduction in nocturnal blood pressure mean was double in non-dippers 
(11.0/7.1 mmHg) compared with dippers (5.5/3.3 mmHg; P<0.001) in Hermida RC 2005. 
Conclusion(s): The available evidence demonstrates that time-dependent administration of low-dose 
aspirin has different effect on blood pressure according to activity-rest principle and we can 
conclude from 6 trials that administration of aspirin before bedtime could significantly reduce blood 
pressure. However,we haven't observed if baseline blood pressure is associated with response to 
low-dose aspirin because number of studies is few. More and more randomized controlled trials are 
needed to verify the conclusion.Meantime, more close attention should be paid to bleeding risk on 
low-dose aspirin therapy of hypertensive patients. 
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8. Sex differences in the administration-time-dependent effects of low-dose aspirin on ambulatory 
blood pressure in hypertensive subjects. 

Author(s): Ayala, Diana E; Hermida, Ramón C 

Source: Chronobiology international; Jan 2010; vol. 27 (no. 2); p. 345-362 

Publication Date: Jan 2010 

Publication Type(s): Research Support, Non-u.s. Gov't Randomized Controlled Trial Journal Article 

PubMedID: 20370474 

Abstract:Previous studies have revealed sex differences in blood pressure (BP) regulation, 
pathophysiology of hypertension, and treatment responses to medication. On the other hand, low-
dose aspirin has been shown to reduce BP when administered at bedtime, as opposed to upon 
awakening, in hypertensive subjects and pregnant women at risk for preeclampsia. The purpose of 
this research was to investigate the potential sex differences in the administration-time-dependent 
influence of aspirin on BP. We studied 130 men and 186 women with untreated mild hypertension, 
44.1 +/- 13.2 yrs of age, randomized to receive aspirin (100 mg/day) either on awakening or at 
bedtime daily for three months. BP was measured for 48 h before and after treatment. With ASA on 
awakening, ambulatory BP was unchanged in men and slightly but significantly elevated in women 
(1.7/1.4 mmHg in the 48 h SBP/DBP means, respectively; p < 0.023). BP was significantly reduced 
after aspirin at bedtime and to a larger extent in women (-8.0/-5.6 mmHg in SBP/DBP) than men 
(5.5/3.4 mmHg, respectively; p < 0.009 between men and women). Factors influencing a stronger 
response of BP to aspirin at bedtime included female sex, elevated fasting glucose, and high 
glomerular filtration rate. This study corroborates the significant administration-time-dependent 
effect of low-dose aspirin on ambulatory BP in subjects with untreated mild hypertension, while 
documenting significant sex differences in the BP response to aspirin. Accordingly, results indicate 
that bedtime is the optimal time for aspirin ingestion in both men and women. This timed 
administration of low-dose aspirin could provide a cost-effective valuable approach for BP control 
and potential added cardiovascular protection, especially in hypertensive women. 
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9. Chronotherapy of hypertension 

Author(s): Hermida R.C.; Smolensky M.H. 

Source: Current Opinion in Nephrology and Hypertension; Sep 2004; vol. 13 (no. 5); p. 501-505 

Publication Date: Sep 2004 

Publication Type(s): Review 

PubMedID: 15300155 

Available  at Current Opinion in Nephrology and Hypertension -  from Ovid (LWW Total Access 
Collection 2019 - with Neurology)  

Abstract:Purpose of review: Blood pressure displays appreciable predictable-in-time circadian 
variation. The chronotherapy of hypertension takes into account the clinically relevant features of 
the 24-h pattern of blood pressure, e.g. the accelerated morning rise and nighttime decline during 
sleep, plus potential administration circadian time determinants of the pharmacokinetics and 
dynamics of antihypertensive medications. Recent findings: Significant administration-time 
differences in the kinetics (i.e. chronokinetics) plus the beneficial and adverse effects (termed 
chronodynamics) of antihypertensive drugs are well known. Thus, bedtime, but not morning, dosing 
with cilnidipine significantly reduces nocturnal blood pressure. In addition, the dose-response curve, 
therapeutic coverage, and efficacy of the doxazosin gastrointestinal therapeutic system are all 
markedly dependent on the circadian time of drug administration. Moreover, valsartan 
administration at bedtime as opposed to upon awakening results in improved diurnal/nocturnal 
blood pressure ratio, such that the dosing time of valsartan can be chosen in relation to the dipper 
status of any given patient to improve therapeutic benefit and reduce cardiovascular risk. Summary: 
Nocturnal hypertension, which is characterized by the loss or even reversal of the expected 10-20% 
sleep-time blood-pressure decline, increases the risk of cardiac and cerebrovascular events. 
Chronotherapy provides a means of individualizing treatment of hypertension according to the 
circadian profile of blood pressure of each patient. The chronotherapeutic strategy constitutes a 
new option to optimize blood-pressure control and to reduce risk. © 2004 Lippincott Williams & 
Wilkins. 
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10. Administration time-dependent influence of aspirin on blood pressure in pregnant women. 

Author(s): Hermida, Ramón C; Ayala, Diana E; Iglesias, Manuel 

Source: Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979); Mar 2003; vol. 41 (no. 3); p. 651-656 

Publication Date: Mar 2003 

Publication Type(s): Randomized Controlled Trial Clinical Trial Journal Article 

PubMedID: 12623974 

Available  at Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979) -  from Ovid (Journals @ Ovid) - London Health 
Libraries  

Abstract:This study prospectively investigates the potential influence of low-dose aspirin on blood 
pressure in pregnant women who were at a higher risk of developing preeclampsia than that of the 
general obstetric population and who received aspirin at different times of the day according to their 
rest-activity cycle. A double-blind, randomized, controlled trial was conducted in 341 pregnant 
women (181 primipara) randomly assigned to 1 of 6 possible groups according to treatment (either 
placebo or aspirin, 100 mg/day, starting at 12 to 16 weeks of gestation) and the time of treatment: 
on awakening (time 1), 8 hours after awakening (time 2), or before bedtime (time 3). Blood pressure 
was automatically monitored for 48 consecutive hours every 4 weeks from the day of recruitment 
until delivery, as well as at puerperium. There was no effect of aspirin on blood pressure at time 1 
(compared with placebo). A blood pressure reduction was highly statistically significant when aspirin 
was given at time 2 and, to a greater extent, at time 3 (mean reductions of 9.7/6.5 mm Hg in 24-hour 
mean for systolic/diastolic blood pressure at the time of delivery as compared with placebo given at 
bedtime). Differences in blood pressure among women receiving aspirin at different circadian times 
disappeared at puerperium (P>0.096). Results indicate a highly significant effect of aspirin on blood 
pressure that is markedly dependent on the time of aspirin administration with respect to the rest-
activity cycle. Timed use of aspirin at low dose effectively contributes to blood pressure control in 
women at high risk for preeclampsia. 
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11. Administration time-dependent effects of aspirin in women at differing risk for preeclampsia. 

Author(s): Hermida, R C; Ayala, D E; Fernández, J R; Mojón, A; Alonso, I; Silva, I; Ucieda, R; Codesido, 
J; Iglesías, M 

Source: Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979); Oct 1999; vol. 34 (no. 4); p. 1016-1023 

Publication Date: Oct 1999 

Publication Type(s): Research Support, Non-u.s. Gov't Comparative Study Randomized Controlled 
Trial Clinical Trial Journal Article 

PubMedID: 10523401 

Available  at Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979) -  from Ovid (LWW Total Access Collection 2019 - with 
Neurology)  

Abstract:This study extends previous results on the effects of low-dose aspirin on blood pressure in 
pregnant women at differing risk of developing hypertension in pregnancy and who received aspirin 
at different times according to their rest-activity cycle. A double-blind, randomized, placebo-
controlled trial was conducted in 240 pregnant women randomly assigned to 1 of 6 groups according 
to treatment (placebo or aspirin, 100 mg/d, starting at 12 to 16 weeks of gestation) and the time of 
treatment: on awakening (time 1), 8 hours after awakening (time 2), or before bedtime (time 3). 
Blood pressure and heart rate for each subject were automatically monitored for 2 days every 4 
weeks from the day of recruitment until delivery, as well as at puerperium (6 to 8 weeks after 
delivery). Subjects were further divided for comparative purposes according to the results of the 
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tolerance-hyperbaric test for early identification of those with a higher risk for developing 
hypertensive complications in pregnancy. Results indicated that there was no effect of aspirin on 
blood pressure at time 1 (compared with placebo). A blood pressure reduction was, however, highly 
statistically significant at time 2 and, to a greater extent, at time 3 (mean reductions of 14.2 and 9.6 
mm Hg in 24-hour means for systolic and diastolic blood pressure, respectively, at the time of 
delivery compared with placebo given at the same time). Effects of aspirin on blood pressure were 
significantly larger for women with a positive test at the time of recruitment (P0.212). There was no 
effect of aspirin or placebo on heart rate. This study corroborates the statistically significant, time-
dependent effect of low-dose aspirin on blood pressure in pregnant women with differing risk of 
developing hypertensive complications in pregnancy. Although the mechanism involved in the 
administration-time-dependent responsiveness of blood pressure to aspirin still remains uncertain, 
the use of doses of aspirin <80 mg/d that do not affect placental thromboxane, initiation of the use 
of aspirin after 16 weeks' gestation, and the lack of circadian timing for aspirin administration could 
all explain the lack of positive results in previous clinical trials. 
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12. Time-dependent effects of low-dose aspirin administration on blood pressure in pregnant 
women. 

Author(s): Hermida, R C; Ayala, D E; Iglesias, M; Mojón, A; Silva, I; Ucieda, R; Fernández, J R 

Source: Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979); Sep 1997; vol. 30 (no. 3); p. 589-595 

Publication Date: Sep 1997 

Publication Type(s): Research Support, Non-u.s. Gov't Randomized Controlled Trial Clinical Trial 
Journal Article 

PubMedID: 9322987 

Available  at Hypertension (Dallas, Tex. : 1979) -  from Ovid (LWW Total Access Collection 2019 - with 
Neurology)  

Abstract:This study investigated the effects of low-dose acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) on blood 
pressure in pregnant women who were at risk of developing gestational hypertension or 
preeclampsia and who received aspirin at different times of the day according to their rest-activity 
cycle. A double-blind, randomized, controlled trial was conducted in 100 pregnant women. Blood 
pressure for each subject was automatically monitored for 2 days every 4 weeks from the day of 
recruitment until delivery. Women were randomly assigned to one of six groups according to 
treatment (placebo, 50 subjects or aspirin, 100 mg/d, starting at 12 to 16 weeks of gestation) and 
the time of treatment: on awakening (time 1), 8 hours after awakening (time 2), or before bedtime 
(time 3). Results indicated that there was (1) no effect on blood pressure from placebo at any time 
(P>.212) and (2) a highly statistically significant (P<.001) time-dependent effect on blood pressure 
from aspirin. There was no effect of aspirin on blood pressure at time 1 (compared with placebo), 
but the blood pressure reduction was highly statistically significant after time 2 and, to a greater 
extent, after time 3 (mean reduction of 12 and 8 mm Hg in 24 hours for systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure, respectively, at the time of delivery compared with placebo given at the same time). These 
time-dependent effects of aspirin on blood pressure should be taken into account for the 
optimization of long-term aspirin administration at low doses for prevention of preeclampsia. In any 
meta-analysis of aspirin effects, inquiries about the time when the subjects took the drug are 
indicated and may account for discrepancies in the literature. 
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13. Chronobiologic approach to pregnancy-induced hypertension and individualized assessment of 
low-dose aspirin for pre-eclampsia prevention 

Author(s): Ferrazzani S.; Cornelissen G.; Caruso A.; De Carolis S.; Hillman D.; Di Giglio R.; Vercillo 
Martino I.; Pometti A.; Tocci A.; Kato J. 

Source: Progress in clinical and biological research; 1990 ; p. 395-402 

Publication Date: 1990 

Publication Type(s): Article 

PubMedID: 2217257 
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3 Medline (1 OR 2) 1559 

4 Medline (pregnan*).ti,ab 474782 

5 Medline exp PREGNANCY/ 874845 

6 Medline (4 OR 5) 978058 

7 Medline (3 AND 6) 14 

8 Medline exp "CHRONOBIOLOGY 

PHENOMENA"/ 

196718 

9 Medline (chronobiolog*).ti,ab 2508 

10 Medline (8 OR 9) 197298 

11 Medline (6 AND 10) 8762 

12 Medline (preeclamp* OR "pre 

eclamp*").ti,ab 

30104 

13 Medline exp "PRE-ECLAMPSIA"/ 29729 

14 Medline (12 OR 13) 41359 

15 Medline (11 AND 14) 209 

16 Medline exp "TIME FACTORS"/ 1163714 

17 Medline (15 AND 16) 21 

18 Medline ((hypertension OR 

hypentensive) ADJ2 

pregnan*).ti,ab 

7975 



19 Medline exp "HYPERTENSION, 

PREGNANCY-INDUCED"/ 

35292 

20 Medline (18 OR 19) 39878 

21 Medline (aspirin).ti,ab 46562 

22 Medline exp ASPIRIN/ 43928 

23 Medline (21 OR 22) 64993 

24 Medline (16 AND 20 AND 23) 29 

25 Medline exp "CIRCADIAN RHYTHM"/ 69383 

26 Medline (20 AND 23 AND 25) 3 

27 Medline (circadian).ti,ab 47358 

28 Medline (20 AND 23 AND 27) 4 

29 Medline (14 AND 23 AND 25) 4 

30 Medline (nighttime OR "night time" OR 

bedtime OR "bed time").ti,ab 

19543 

31 Medline (20 AND 23 AND 30) 8 

32 Medline (14 AND 23 AND 30) 10 

33 Medline exp "ANTIHYPERTENSIVE 

AGENTS"/ 

259265 

34 Medline (antihypertensive* OR "anti 

hypertensive*").ti,ab 

50697 

35 Medline (33 OR 34) 280500 

36 Medline (20 AND 25 AND 35) 16 

37 Medline (14 AND 25 AND 35) 10 

38 Medline (20 AND 30 AND 35) 9 

39 Medline (20 AND 27 AND 35) 10 



40 EMBASE (chronotherap*).ti,ab 1712 

41 EMBASE exp CHRONOTHERAPY/ 2717 

42 EMBASE (40 OR 41) 3503 

43 EMBASE (pregnan*).ti,ab 607724 

44 EMBASE exp PREGNANCY/ 643391 

45 EMBASE (43 OR 44) 864418 

46 EMBASE (42 AND 45) 56 

47 EMBASE exp CHRONOBIOLOGY/ 133197 

48 EMBASE (chronobiolog*).ti,ab 3407 

49 EMBASE (47 OR 48) 133748 

50 EMBASE (preeclamp* OR "pre 

eclamp*").ti,ab 

45691 

51 EMBASE exp "PRE-ECLAMPSIA"/ 52108 

52 EMBASE (50 OR 51) 58026 

53 EMBASE (49 AND 52) 205 

54 EMBASE exp "ACETYLSALICYLIC 

ACID"/ 

204338 

55 EMBASE exp "ANTIHYPERTENSIVE 

AGENT"/ 

688888 

56 EMBASE (54 OR 55) 848899 

57 EMBASE (53 AND 56) 39 

58 EMBASE ((hypertension OR 

hypentensive) ADJ2 

pregnan*).ti,ab 

9982 

59 EMBASE exp "MATERNAL 

HYPERTENSION"/ 

17309 



60 EMBASE (58 OR 59) 21743 

61 EMBASE (49 AND 56 AND 60) 22 

62 EMBASE exp "DOSE TIME EFFECT 

RELATION"/ 

34166 

63 EMBASE (56 AND 60 AND 62) 10 

64 EMBASE (52 AND 56 AND 62) 8 

65 EMBASE (evening OR nighttime OR 

"night time" OR bedtime OR 

"bed time").ti,ab 

54223 

66 EMBASE exp "CIRCADIAN RHYTHM"/ 83343 

67 EMBASE (65 OR 66) 128187 

68 EMBASE (56 AND 60 AND 67) 26 

69 EMBASE (52 AND 56 AND 67) 53 

 


